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A Winner Says, "There A Loser Says, "That's The (
M
Ought To Be A Better Way Way It's Always Been Done
To Do It," Here." "Criterion," Mans-
field Penal Institution Paper.
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SGA Leaders Push
Student Voting Role
At Dinner Meeting
In an attempt to follow up
SGA President Wade Brynel-son'- s
chapel speech advocating
a community government for
social policy on the college cam-
pus, the SGA cabinet invited the
four personnel deans, Sue John-
ston, ICC president, and Don Ken-
nedy, editor of the Voice to a
dinner meeting last Tuesday eve-
ning at Alexander's Restaurant.
Little progress was made toward
achieving Brynelson's proposal, ex-
cept that the repetition and varia-
tion of the idea spreads its effect.
Arguments for the community
government proposal (consisting
mainly of a joint student-administratio- n
andor trustee social policy
committee, with the students hav-
ing equal voting power) centered
mainly on the idea that until stu-
dents have real power in deter-
mining policy, they will feel little
obligation to abide by or enforce
its standards.
This argument was opposed by
the fact that several deans feel
there has been little demonstration
of such student responsibility in the
past. It is true, however, that only
in rare and insignificant cases have
students ever had more than a
lobbying role in rule-makin- g. As
such, there is no evidence either
for or against the proposal. It
therefore fits Brynelson's experi-
mental approach.
Though Dean Ralph Young in
particular voiced the idea that stu-
dents might perhaps have a voting
role in policy-makin- g (though
Dean Young felt students should
only have a minority vote at most)
it was pointed out by others that
such an idea would be foreign to
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HENRY LUCE, a member of the
College of Wooster Board of
Trustees and chairman of the
Centennial Program, died Tues-
day in Phoenix, Aril. Mr. Luce,
68, head of the Time-Life-Fortu- ne
publishing empire, spoke
here Dec. 12 to the Centennial's
"Pursuit of Significance" theme.
Until his death, Luce was an
active member of the Commit-
tee of Financial Development at
the College. In May, 1962, the
college awarded him an honor-
ary L.H.D. degree. He spoke at
the dedication of Andrews L-
ibrary. Mr. Luce's ties to the col-
lege have been close, his con-
tributions many and valuable.
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A BARRAGE OF SNOWBALLS
night as they' tried to quell
snow warriors.
the trustees' design for the college.
In a sense, such a committee
would merely be a false optimism
for student power, since the Board
of Trustees, geared as it is toward
a long-rang- e view of the college,
would not accept proposals of such
an organization. This idea means
that with the present Board of
Trustees, even pushing such an
idea as community government
would be futile and time-wastin- g.
Instead, said Assistant Dean of
Men Howard King, more reason-
able proposals of pragmatically
tinkering with the present mechan-
ism, such as girls' rules, would be
a much more realistic step.
Some of the students seemed un-
convinced of this argument; others
granted its validity, but felt the
effort was worthwhile in the long
o
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greeted Wooster police Monday
the exuberant band of student
run anyway. The community gov-
ernment proposal, while probably
unlikely in the near future, will
continue to be reworked and al-
tered in an attempt to suit the
present needs of the college.
SGA PROPOSALS
The SGA cabinet has pro-
posed a number of constitu-
tional amendments involving
a major revision of the entire
student government structure.
Copies of these amendments
are available in all the dormi-
tories and at the center desk
of the library. All students are
urged to read these proposals
and attend the SGA legisla-
ture meeting Sunday night to
voice their opinions.
by Sue Anderson
ences react to questionable drama
by laughing nervously at whatever
comedy is present, and the first
act arouses a jovial spirit unsatis
factory in itself and inappropriate
to the play's development.
In the second act a compelling
drama finally emerges with super-
ior performances by all the cast
members. The play's best moments
come as the distraction of inader
'"
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Students Provoke City Police
In Chaotic Snow Ball Oaffie
What began as old-fashion- ed
good times in the snow
and evolved to a demonstration
of the Wooster fondness for
hosing almost ended in a riot
Monday
.
night as College men
risked tear gas reprisals for pelting
Wooster police with a fearsome
barrage of snowballs.
The heavy snow which fell Mon-
day afternoon and evening brought
the men out of the dorms, par-
ticularly Bissman Hall on Beall
Avenue. About 8 o'clock, some of
the sections began rolling huge
balls of snow into Beall Avenue.
Soon the state highway, a main
artery to the Community Hospital,
was completely blocked. Cars
forced to stop because of the ob-
struction were pounded with snow-
balls, as were the citizens gamely
trying to force their way past.
One woman reported that stu-
dents climbed all over the top of
her car, causing slight damage.
The Wooster police received a
deluge of phone call complaints,
and a police car dutifully arrived
on the scene.
With the spirit of battle aroused,
the men showed little respect for
the lone police car, showering it
with snowballs. The car beat a
hasty retreat but returned with re-
inforcements which many students
described as "the entire Wooster
police force." Now the battle in-
creased in intensity as the crowd
of college men and police in-
creased. It reached its peak shortly
quale minor characters and awk-
ward dramatic interplay is elimin-
ated. Ross Morgan tosses his irk-
some superficialities of the first act
in favor of a subtle and strong
portrayal of the psychoanalyst.
Ann Cline brings Celia across with
unsugary goodness and saintlike
humility. John Soliday's Edward
wins the audience with his com- -
( Continued on Page 8)
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Little Theatre's .'Cocktail Party' Succeeds
Despite Inconsistent Characterizations
The Cocktail Party serves-- a
strangely mixed drink that
leaves the audience staring un-
steadily at the spinning walls.
The Little Theatre production is
a motley collection of talent both
among cast members and within
individual performances.
The strongest unifying force in
the play is Marilyn Stains' fascin-
ating performance as Lavinia. Miss
Stains flaunts Lavinia's personality
as a "woman impossible to love"
in the first act, gradually neutralize
ing her deadly acidity to strong
tenderness by the final curtain.
Sally Pat ton's charm on stage
has often been noted but in the
part of Julia, the eternal feminine
flutter, she is her most delightful.
Her utterly human rendering of
Julia balances the message-fraugh- t
corners of Eliot's play.
Beyond Miss Stains and Miss
Patton, the play becomes a tangled
weave of bright and drak spots.
Nowhere is the dark more confus-
ing than in the first act, where
the members' of the cast are con-
sistently at their worst. The dry
wit of John Sohdays Ldward, in
the end his most appealing quality,
is soured in this act by uncon-
vincing leaps from passivity to
passion. Ross Morgan as Harcourt-Reill- y
alienates his audience by
too obviously demanding attention
at a time when mystery is re
quired. Ann Cline adds to the dis
sonance of mood with a girlishly
ungraceful Celia. Wooster audi- -
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T. S. ELIOT'S "THE COCKTAIL PARTY" is the mid-wint- er pro-
duction of the College Little Theatre. Performed Thursday
through Saturday of this week at Scott Auditorium, the suc-
cess of the play is largely enhanced by the well-kno- wn acting
abilities of Sally Patton and Marilyn Stains (right) who are
pictured above with Tom Romich, a newcomer to the college
stage.
after 11 o'clock: the college stu-
dents shouting obscenities and
hurling snowballs at the police,
and the police trying to stop the
onslaught.
Assistant Dean of Men Howard
King arrived on the scene as a
police car, equipped with tear gas
bombs, was driving toward the
entrance to Sixth Section, on the
south end of Bissman Hall. The
car had been driven up over the
curb and was proceeding through
the snowball blizzard along die
walk between Bissman Hall and the
tennis courts.
Dean King persuaded the police
not to use tear gas. He, along with
several students gradually curbed
the snowballing, and the excite-
ment died away. There were sev-
eral more flareups before the night
ended, with the last snowballs be-
ing thrown around 2 o'clock in
the morning.
Dean King met with police head
James Wilson the next day. It was
decided that the College would
handle the case, rather than the
police. At least eight complaints of
damage to cars had been received.
Dean King asked that these bills
be submitted to his office in writ-
ing. What disciplinary action to
be taken, if any, is undecided.
Dean King emphasized, however,
that the incident is not to be re-
peated, and will be regarded as
a serious offense. The Wooster
police were particularly concerned
at the lack of respect shown for
the uniformed officers.
That the police had intended to
use the tear gas is quite clear; it
is also clear that the students' anger
may have been heightened rather
than subdued by having tear gas
fired into Bissman. Dean King
concluded a full-scal- e riot could
have ensued. The results of such
an event would have been dis-
astrous to town-gow- n relations, in
addition to the injury which would
have resulted to college property.
Vocational Seminar
Panel Will Discuss
Industrial Sciences
by Norman Mackay
Next Thursday evening,
March 9, at 7:30 in the Li-
brary Lecture room, the CCA,
in cooperation with the admini-
stration and faculty, will be spon-
soring a Vocational Seminar in
the area of science and technology.
The panel speakers will each de-
liver an initial five to ten minute
statement pertaining to the train-
ing, the basic every day duties, the
social responsibilities and the chal-
lenges of their particular occupa-
tions.
There will be four scientists
from the fields of physics, chemis-
try and biology, representing the
respective fields of industry, re- -
search and teaching. The panel
will be moderated by Dr. William
Kieffer, professor of chemistry at
the College of Woosfer. Dr. Alfred
B. Garrett, Vice-preside- nt of Re-
search at Ohio State University,
will represent the field of research
(Continued on Page 8)
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The Last Hurrah
Critics have occasionally labeled the past year's "Pursuit of Sig-
nificance" largely irrelevant. Last weekend, however, brought to the
campus a welcome infusion of both idealism and relevance. The
oft-disparag-
ed
"Adventure in Education" sprang to life for three stimu-
lating days.
The Centennial theme has led several of the previous scholars
far afield; Lady Jackson, Professor Reischauer and Professor Bould-in- g
spoke to it with a concrete concern which excited their listeners.
Each of the three scholars emphasized the various responsibilities of
the affluent nations in our complex and troubled age. Each analyzed
the gains and errors and trends of the past in order to view current
challenges from a historical perspective.
The scholars spoke most pointedly to the responsibilities of the
United States in the international arena. Reischauer emphasized the
inability of the U.S., which possesses a third of the world's wealth, to
understand the problems we face in Asia, which contains half of the
world's population. Barbara Ward seized upon the Asian situation
to illustrate two of her main points: that we must continue to seek
the means by which disputes are mediated without violence, and that
we must continue to foster tolerance of ideologies.
Kenneth Boulding, emphasizing the need for increased conserva-
tion of resources in a world pursuing affluence, asserted that our
present war industry is particularly wasteful. He seriously questioned
America's good intentions in pursuing the current conflict. Speaking
to the Vietnam crisis, Reischauer and Lady Jackson agreed that a de-
fense line at the 17th parallel would eliminate the need and excuse
for bombing North Vietnam. Lady Jackson asserted that we must
accept and work toward a "studied stalemate, which does not preclude
other solutions."
Barbara Ward, Edwin Reischauer and Kenneth Boulding spoke
with broad concern and particular relevance to the chief challenges
of our day, and the "Pursuit of Significance" took on meaning. We
thank Dr. Lowry, prime mover of the Centennial observance, and the
Centennial Committee for an exciting weekend.
Editorial Analysis
Faculty EPC Flatly Refuses Students'
Request For Role In Winter Term Plans
by Mark
The Student-Facult- y Educa-
tional Policy Committees held
their first joint meeting of the
1966-6- 7 school year this week.
The meeting has been sought by
the student committee since Sep-
tember. The primary topic of dis-
cussion was student involvement
in academic revisions necessary for
tie institution of the course system
and winter term in September
1968.
The Faculty EPC has been di-
vided into subcommittees for
studying the following areas: re-
examination of interdepartmental
courses, teaching load, winter term
principles, and principles of the
course system.
The Student EPC request was
for a participating-observe- r role
with the freedom to attend sub-
committee meetings. The request
was not for a voting position on
these subcommittees. The request
was an attempt to assure an oppor
tunity to make suggestions for
changes in curriculum policy
judged valid by students.
The request, suggested the
Faculty EPC, was politically un-
wise in light of the personal philo-
sophy of many of the faculty con- -
ATTENTION, MEN!
The meeting for prospective
Junior and Senior Residents
for next year will be held
Tuesday, March 7, in the li-
brary lecture room, 7:30 p.m.
cerning the students' role in aca-
demic affairs. A large number of
the faculty apparently feel the stu-
dent has no right to participate in
even the earliest stages of policy
formulation. They feel rather, that
the student should be spending his
time on his studies and not wasting
that time on ill informed and
ignorant suggestions concerning
radical and impossibly rapid
changes in academics. The stu-
dents, they imply, may feel free
to make suggestions but should not
Johnson
be disappointed when their ideas
are ignored.
While the Faculty EPC seems to
feel that students have the freedom
to speak and be heard now the
Student EPC feels they are all too
frequently ignored and unanswer-
ed. It feels a position on these sub-
committees would help to alleviate
this situation.
It was noted at the meeting that
some faculty were concerned and
amazed that students were involved
in Winter term discussions held
prior to the faculty vote. The Stu-
dent EPC was pleased and proud
of the amount of interest shown
by the student body. Often criti-size- d
for speaking out of ignorance,
the student body showed it was
interested in being informed and
asking questions before it would
make any decisions to speak.
The Student EPC insists that it
has no desire to dictate policy to
more knowledgable faculty commit-tees- .
It does not want to be ig
nored, however, in decisions which
will concern the student body and
the future, of Wooster.
A conflict of generation philo
sophies is not easily solved. It de
mands concessions from all con
cerned. The Student EPC is willing
to concede that it probably should
not yet have a vote in determining
academic policy, and that it is
uninformed in the subtleties of
many of the decisions that need
to be made. It is anxious only to
be heard and to be able to report
responsibly to the student body
what progress has been made and
what the problems encountered
have been.
The only concession the faculty
seems to be willing to make is that
it would be a waste of both stu
dent and faculty time to involve
students in academic policy de
cisions because they will have
nothing intelligent to say.
The Student EPC is tired of be-
ing praised for "doing its home
work" and then being told that
it is neither qualified to participate
nor is its participation desired in
making academic policy decisions.
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PROFESSOR ROBERT H. SMITH and the student delegation to
Pella arrive in Jordan for the Wopster archeological expedi-
tion. The students will study archeology under Professor
Smith before delving into the important historical site.
The Palmer St. Irregulars
The Editorial Twist
by Steve
Journalism, that oft
maligned but still essential
profession, has really taken it
on the chin during the Vietnam
War. Part of the reason, of course, :
is Lyndon Johnsons warped con-
ception of public relations com-
parable at times, it seems, to the
College of Woos
ters clandestine I
approach to PR.
Harried edi
tors and report- -
ers scream
about this thing
called the "cred
ibility gap,"
claim their pub
ic isn t getting
the "truth" re
garding Viet Avakian
nam, and then piouslypiously sitit back
grinding out articles and editorials
flagrantly in defiance of the public
knowledge they seek so poorly to
develop.
Being somewhat of a "hawk"
.1 TT. Tf 111on the Viet issue, i ve had less
cause for grumbling, I suppose,
than those white birds stuffed full
of olive branches we see periodic
ally. Generally, press clippings
have leaned toward the "hawk"
point of view and encourage re-
taliation against evil Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese who persist
in slaughtering American boys
sightseeing along the Ho Chi Minh
trail.
Okay, so maybe I'm not really
that hawkish. Still, I do think
America is essentially correct in
what it seeks to do in Asia as
suming what the public thinks
Lyndon wants is the same as Father--
bird really desires.
I've become distressed of late,
however, by the callous lack of
respect journalists have displayed
for those who differ with Wash-
ington's hard-lin- e approach to the
War.
"My country right or wrong"
serves increasingly as an excuse
mechanism for writers who seek
escalation, who don't understand
the horrible complexity of the Viet
issue, who wouldn't want to under-
stand even if they could because
they're still living back in the days
of World War II, when a united
world fought off an obvious and
power-drun- k aggressor.
The lack of journalistic sensi-
tivity to dissenters became quite
apparent to me recently when I
read an editorial in a local news-
paper criticizing Paul Menzel, class
of '64, a former editor of the
Voice.
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the
College, divinity student at Yale,
Paul Menzel is one of the finest
men this school has produced dur-
ing the 1960's.
Avakian
He visited campus last week to
discuss a movement he has taken
an active role in organizing, the
"We Won't Go" campaign which
began at Yale and spread nation- -
wide
The We Won't Goers quietly
plan to protest the Vietnam War
on moral grounds by refusing in-
duction into the armed services if
they are called for active duty.
They risk five year jail terms. They
are sincere in their desire to reach
what to them is a meaningful moral
alternative to killing people.
This was too much for the local
newspaper, which quickly dashed
off an editorial attacking Menzel
and stating, in part: We cer
tainly do not advocate war. We
have questioned some of our poli
cies in Vietnam. But we also re
cognize the many ramifications of
our position in Vietnam and are
convinced that draft evasion would
settle nothing. Although there may
be policy disputes, we have com
petent men evaluating the facts and
making decisions. We as individu-
als can suggest changes through
our representatives, but we should
not advocate a complete disregard
for the law."
Notice the subtle twists in the
editorial. Menzel is thrown into
the category "draft evader", like
one of those frightened "idealists"
who scamper up to Canada in-
stead of becoming doughboys.
"Complete disregard for the
law?" I doubt that, too, since
Menzel and like-thinke- rs are really
exposing themselves to the full im-
pact of law, using it as a means of
exercising their moral sentiments
against the Vietnam War. They
know there will be no mass move-
ment of young men voluntarily
heading for stockades Menzel ad-
mitted this when he was on cam
pus. He also urged all Wooster lis--(
Continued on Page 8)
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Letters To Tho Editor
"The Bland Blend"
To the Editor:
As anyone can see, we have
quite a few new buildings on the
campus, and more to come. And
yet last year Lewis Mumford
looked around and said, "Why
don't you get an architect?"
I understand that the College
has architects, but no one of na-
tional reputation. Is such a pros-
pect unthinkable for Wooster? Is
not the architect's fee related to
the cost of the building in most
cases a fixed percentage? What,
then, is the argument against em-
ploying someone outstanding? 'We
need a focal point on the campus
of some interest and daring. It
seems quite obvious that no re-
cent building shows any belief in
the best work of the present time.
This is a pity.
I have been told that, architec-
turally, the College plans to blend
what we are going to build with
what we already have, so that the
end effect will be a uniform ap-
pearancethe "Bland Blend." The
Veterans Administration Hospital
at Brecksville, on Rt. 21, probably
used somewhat the same criteria.
Why can't we use architecture as
a teaching device? A college as
good as Wooster is worthy of the
best work being done in architec-
ture today.
The New Student Union is now
going up. Let us hope it turns out
well. Looking at the architect's
rendering of the building made a
friend of mine quite nostalgic: it
reminded her of the University of
Illinois in the early 1930's. What
about the new Chapel? Couldn't
this be an example of genuine
modern creative design?
Rosamond P. Walcott
CCA AUCTION
The annual CCA Auction
will be held this year on
March 18. Chairmen Peg
Braithwaite (Holden Wing)
and Bill Spratley (Box 652)
have already obtained such
desirable offerings as an air-
plane ride, a spaghetti dinner,
and four automobiles. Money
derived from the auction will
supplement the current CCA
budget which finances such
programs as Apple Creek and
Boys' Village. Sections, Girls'
Clubs, faculty and students
should forward their auction
ideas to the auction chairmen.
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the Winter
Carnival committees, under the
direction of Linda Taylor and Don
Pocock, for their work in making
Crystal Caper a success. Ross Mor-
gan and John Jimison were also
invaluable for their management
of the Ian and Sylvia Concert.
Rosemary Capps,
V.P. of Campus Affairs
Board
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, Scottie Bradley, Eleanore Coombs, Jeanne Milligan, Ruth Kulp, Sue
Finefrock, Betty Friesner, Lynne Ward and Janis Carnahan join a cast of 20 in the Sharks'
performance of " . . . Fantastic as a Woman's Moods." The show will be presented nightly,
Wednesday through Saturday at 8:15.
Wooster Women's Clubs
Elect New ICG, Officers
The returns for the election
of officers for the six Women's
Clubs are finally in. Unlike the
Men's Sections, the women
elect their officers shortly after the
first of the year because of the
difference in rush and pledging
seasons and to relieve the senior
officers of their responsibilities dur-
ing the spring. This method helps
the clubs assimilate their new
pledge classes immediately since
women do not pledge until the
sophomore year and belong to a
club for only two and one half
years instead of the three and one
half years that the men have.
The results of the elections are
as follows:
EKO: President, Penny Hough;
Vice President, Jeanette Dupree;
Secretary, Janice Matthews; Trea-
surer, Marcia McCree; ICC Repre-
sentative, Carol MacPherson. The
WPC Tries Cases,
Rejects Sleuth Role
As defined in the Works, the
principal duty of the WPC is
the trial of cases involving
women and their alleged violat-
ions of the regulations set down
by the college and the WAB. (The
Court, then, .is not a sleuthing
body; it definitely does not go out
looking for cases. But once a case
has been brought to its attention,
it will check with everyone in-
volved to see that it has all the
pertinent facts.)
Any woman interested in avoid-
ing a penalty from the Court
should read over the few pages
of woman's rules in the Works.
Contrary to popular opinion, the
rules do improve a little every
year, and it is to every girl's ad-
vantage to keep up with the
changes. Second, (obviously) fol-
low the rules. Some of 'them may
seem trivial, but there is a reason
behind each one of them (whether
or not you accept the reason as
valid.) These rules are currently
being evaluated by a committee of
the WAB. Suggestions of possible
changes are warmly welcomed.
Any woman who is against a spe-
cific rule should speak to her WAB
representative or with Emily Albu,
Babcock Hall.
r
retiring officers: President, Jan
Sut'er; VP, Carli Cremeans; Sec,
Ann Abrams; Treas., Kathy Gage;
ICC, Carolyn Smith.
KEZ: Pres., Carol Wood; VP,
Jenny Coddington; Sec., Karen
Eckles; Treas., Emmy Buchholz;
ICC, Sue Stranahan. Retiring are:
Pres., Pam Hill; VP, Ruthie Kulp;
Sec., Jen Christy; Treas., Peg Mc-Creig- ht;
ICC, Sue Johnston.
PEANUTS: Pres., Zan Gray;
VP, Kathe Patterson; Sec., Alice
Boyer; Treas., Linda Comet; ICC,
M. G. Fancher. Retiring are: Pres.,
Kathy Rhodes; VP, M. G. Fan-
cher; Sec, Dannie Peacoe; Treas.,
Dianne Thomas; ICC, Linda Scott.
TEK: Pres., Jane Davison; VP,
Cheryl Ludy; Sec, Jean Eldridge;
Treas., Judy Simkins; ICC, Beth
Ann Adrian. Retiring are: Pres.,
Gay Flory; VP, Janis Teal (trans-
ferred) ; Sec, Ann Law; Treas.,
Betsy Unger; ICC, Sandy Ryburn.
TRUMPS: Pres., Marty Wynn;
VP, Linda Blewitt; Sec, Lynn
Spenser; Treas., Ginny Fohl; ICC,
Sue Dolder. Retiring are: Pres.,
Marilyn Stains; VP, Louisa
Stroup; Sec, Sue Bosworth;
Treas., Gail Robinson; ICC, Liz
Colton.
SPHINX: Pres., Betty Mont-
gomery; VP, Elena Berg; Sec,
Sandy Fruscione; Treas., Janis
Carnahan; ICC, Barb Carpenter.
Retiring are: Pres., Joyce Giese;
VP, Sara Sealock; Sec, Marti Rob-
inson; Treas., Ruth Battenburg;
ICC, Barb Browne.
The Inner Club Council, made
up of the president and one rep-
resentative from each club, has
elected Sue Stranahan of KEZ as
President, M. G. Fancher of Pea-
nuts as Vice President and Carol
MacPherson of EKOs as Secretary-Treasure- r.
Retiring are President
Sue Johnston (KEZ), Vice Presi-
dent Barb Browne (Sphinx) and
Secretary-Treasure- r Sandy Ryburn
(TEKs).
BAND CONCERT
The Scot Symphonic Band
of the College, of Wooster will
present its annual winter con-
cert on Sunday, March 5, at
8:15 p.m., in Memorial
Chapel. Director Stuart Ling
has announced a program of
original band music which is
varied enough to appeal to
many different tastes.
The doors of the chapel
will be open at 7:30. There
will be no admission charge.
5sky. fI Vv.
MAIL CIRCULATION
Attention:
To All Mail Subscribers:
The staff has recently re-
ceived several letters com-
plaining about the weekly cir-
culation of the paper. Let me
assure you that from the time
we received your check every
issue that we have printed
has, in fact, been mailed to
you. The "Voice" is a weekly
newspaper, but there are of-
ten gaps in the publication
due to vacations and finals.
For those of you who have
registered complaints, I can
only suggest checking the
numbers (14 to date) on the
issues you have received and
promise to you that we will
do everything in our power
to improve the circulation of
the paper.
Business Manager
Garcia-Pint- o Receives Honors
For Contribution To Argentina
by Cathy
Dr. Roberto Garcia-Pinto-,
visiting professor of Spanish
literature, was one of two men
elected to membership in the
Argentine Academy of Letters.
The citation accompanying this
honor spoke of his lifelong contri-
butions to the cultural life of Ar-
gentina, and of his own achieve-
ments in the literatures of Spanish
America and Spain.
Dr. Garcia-Pint- o recently re-
ceived the official communication
of the honor confirmed in a letter
from the General Secretary of the
Academy, Don Leonidas de Vedia,
a well known critic, writer, and
director of the literary supplement
of La Nacion, the leading news-
paper of Buenos Aires.
The Argentine National Acad-
emy of Letters is of the highest
importance among the cultural in-
stitutions of the Argentine Repub-
lic. Election to membership is
sometimes annual, other times bi-
ennial; in no case are more than
a few selected, these of national
prominence and international re--
nown.
During this year at the height
of the cultural season, between this
coming May and June, the cere-
mony of incorporation should take
place. It will be in the Errazuriz
Palace, one of the most beautiful
in South America, where the Ar-
gentine Academy has its seat. In
accordance with tradition, the new
member gives a dissertation on a
theme of his choice. For this, Garcia--
Pinto has chosen to speak on
"Philosophy of the Metaphor."
"tolling Is Real" In Creative
Blow-U- p Of Swinging London
by Roger Nicholls,
English Department
Michelangelo Antonioni's latest,
most sensational film, "Blow-Up,- "
has reached Cleveland. It is a pop-
ular movie and, predictably, his
best, identifying his as the most
exciting creative talent working in
the medium of film today.
Technically the film is brilliant:
Antonioni's expressive use of
colour and composition, his control
of narrative suspense and his em-
ployment of visual images to con-
vey his meaning in
.
cinematic
terms force us to rethink our con-
ception of film as an art form.
Only once does he falter: the
scene in the discotheque with the
Yardbirds is contrived parable, un-
justifiable at the level of plot. But
the end of the film is saved by the
final, silent sequence: .the most
moving and articulate symbolic
statement I have ever seen in a
movie which makes the compar-
able sequence of visual symbols
which climaxes the Eclipse look the
clumsy experiment it was.
The film is shot in contemporary
"swinging" London, the artistic
motive for which may best be
illustrated by the attitudes ex-
pressed in the latest Beatles re-
lease:
Let me take you down 'cos I'm
going to
Strawberry Fields
Nothing is real and nothing to
get hung about
Life is easy with eyes closed
Misunderstanding all you see
It's getting hard to be someone
But it all works out
It doesn't matter much to me
Antonioni has exploited the cur-
rent international conception of
London, the "swinging," frenetic
city where "it's all happening": a
city vibrating with purposeless
movement in reaction against mod
Crabtree
Garcia-Pint- o is a resident of
Salta, Argentina, and has taught
at the College of Wooster since
1964. He will finish his term here
this semester. Having accepted in-
volvement in the organization of
the College of Humanities at the
1 lliiiiw ...
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Dr. Garcia-Pint-o
New University of Salta, a private
institution, he will attempt to ap-
ply some of the systems of Ameri-
can higher education to the tradi-
tional Latin American structure.
He hopes to remain longer this
time in his country, then to spend
some time doing research in Spain,
an inquiry of contemporary Span-
ish thought. He has an invitation
of residency from the Institute of
Hispanic Culture in Madrid.
Dr. Garcia Pinto first came to
Wooster on personal invitation
from Dr. Myron Peyton, chairman
of the Department of Spanish, to
teach upper-leve- l bpamsh courses.
ish protest of the "teen-scene- " and
implicit in the current wave of
English movies from Alfie to
Georgie Girl whose mood of la-
conic excitement only veils a ner-
vous cynicism.
Against the background of this
London in which no new positiv-
ism fills the vacuum left by the
ditching of traditional values, in
which enthusiasm is construed as
naivety and conviction as credul-
ity, Antonioni examines the cur-
rent pop-cultu- re hero, the peddler
of switched-o- n illusion, a successful
photographer, appositely intro-
duced callously and systematically
encouraging a female model to a
state of near-orgas- m to heighten
the selling power of a fashion
plate.
The film is not primarily con-
cerned With the problem of dis-
tinguishing illusion from reality
(did a murder occur? is Vanessa
Redgrave real?) as most com-
mentators would have it. That a
doubt should exist is only import-
ant. Antonioni is concerned with
the attempt, as he sees it, to find
valid "meaning" (from which
satisfaction and purpose may be
derived) in illusion which, he sug-
gests, is rather an escape route
from boredom and purposelessness
(the 20th century malady given
its most sensitive artistic expres-
sion in his own earlier films).
The hero (David Hemmings) is
seduced by the (?) chimera of
the (?) murder from finding real
satisfaction in helping a neighbour
solve her problems (reality). This
situation is paralleled and eluci-
dated when he himself seeks help
from a friend in solving the mur-
der problem, only to find him
futilely involved in his own illu-
sion escaping (or vainly search-
ing?) at a pot-part- y.
Inability to distinguish the triv-
ial from the significant (cf. Hem-ming- 's
fervent struggle for pos-
session of the broken guitar which
he subsequently discards as worth-
less) is further imaged by Hem-ming- 's
willingness to be seduced
by the two nymphettes from fol-
lowing up his lead on the murder
mystery (thus missing all chance
of success) and by allowing the
delivery of a propellor he had
earlier whimsically bought to di-
vert him from achieving at least
a kind of real relationship with
Vanessa Redgrave. So the trivial
(identified with the illusory) se-
duces you from the potentially
meaningful (the real) when, with-
out a coherent set of predeter-
mined values, you cant tell the one
from the other.
The frenetic search for "sig-
nificance" is mocked by a charac-
teristic visual image just as Hem-
mings finds the murder's reality
slipping through his fingers: the
ironic blink of an arrow-shape- d
neon sign points a direction with
blatant insistence, but the symbol
for the destination is, suggestively,
unintelligible. Instead (or, indeed,
is this the destination signified?)
the final sequence, the mimed ten-
nis game, follows, the "message"
of which is surely that Hemmings
once again succumbs: illusion or
reality who cares? "Nothing is
real and nothing to get hung
about . . . "
The acting is superb, and the
film once more demonstrates An-
tonioni's genius for sizing up the
unique talents of his actors and
for exploiting to them to best ad-
vantage (compare Monica Vitti in
The Red Desert with what Losey
did with her in Modesty Blaise) . I
have never seen the soulful eyes
of Sarah Miles used to tellingly
nor has Vanessa Redgrave ever
(Continued on Page 8)
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Rishel Hails Zeitgeist Venture
In Creative Form Of Theatre
by Joe Rishel,
Art Department
The presentation of Letters
from Stalingrad at the Zeit-
geist Saturday night was, to
my reckoning, a success. I'm
glad it was done; I'm glad I saw
it. Not that it was a pleasant eve-
ning; the reading of some 24 let-
ters written home by German sol-
diers defending the Eastern front
during the final days of seige and
in the face of their almost certain
death, does not have the makings
of entertainment. Yet, as adapted
and produced by Gary Houston,
the evening presented some very
gripping and profound problems.
Now that Stalingrad is no longer
even a place on the map, what is
there left for us? These letters-N- azi
letters provide us, in their
honesty, with a document which
goes beyond historical fact and
makes a statement about the es-
sential human condition: the re-
fusal of the individual to release
himself into the absurdity of a
hideous, totally unheroic circum-
stance. All the letters read had a
sanity and clarity salvaged by men
who were living with the full
knowledge that this was their last
chance to communicate to the out-
side world. All with a surprising
lack of lament or self-pit- y.
If there is a common level in
the letters (which cover a broad
range both in terms of sentiment
and degree of self-knowledg- e) it
was this need to create irony the
last structuring, civilizing device
left to one in the face of absurdity
and death in the paralyzing cir-
cumstance of a slow, freezing siege.
A pianist, who lost his fingers by
frost bite, comments on the quality
of a friend's playing of the "Ap-passionat- a"
on a piano found
amongst the rubble; an officer asks
his wife's forgiveness for his mis
tress in a last attempt to make
order of his life: etc. This brand
of irony came through with a
strangely objective clarity with a
poignant bite totally lacking in sen-
timentality.
That I've chosen to speak so
strongly about the letters is, of
course, a high compliment to Hous-
ton's production and his readers:
Hudson White, Chris Wellons, Tim
Weckesser, and Dr. Logan. This is
what I saw and felt on Saturday
night. The evening was not without
WW '
flaws: lines were lost, the pace of
the readings was sometimes rather
static, and I was sometimes
troubled bv an impression that
none of the readers (excepting Mr.
Logan) seemed Jo be that familiar
with their material. But this,
franklv. does not (and did not)
bother me. This was an experimen
tal venture, done for one evening,
bv creatively adventurous and am
bitious students, and the power of
the letters and the moral problems
proposed by them came through
consistently.
But. going bevond the technicali- -
ties of the production, there is a
further criticism which I'd like to
offer. Mr. Houston is dealing with
a new and, I feel, exciting form of
theater. The letters are not litera
ture (although the attempt to ex
press the full brutality of the ex
perience often created a verbal
precision which was as beautiful as
literature) and any attempt to
dramatize them to revert to tra
ditional theatrical forms of pre
sentation can (as I see it) only
weaken the artless power of the
document. Too often a reader at-
tempted to act or "build charac-
ter" when a simple, passive reading
would have retained the documen-tativ- e
nature of the production.
I would extend this criticism to
the factual commentary compiled
by Hudson White which opened
the readings and was interspersed
throughout the letters; although it
was read with the objective neu-
trality of a newscaster by Dr.
Logan (and this is the style I'm
after) the text itself too often
moved into the emotionally inter-
pretive, rather than the purely
factual.
I would like to comment on the
attendance. These people were do-
ing exciting things good things.
I honestly find it surprising that
more people on campus did not
care to take notice.
"Closest to the Campus'
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FOR DRUGS
MARC
GUSTO
Don't cast your
fate to the winds.
Batten down with
our all-weath- er coats . .
snugly lined to
outwit the last
big blows of the
season.
Freedlander's
few
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DEAD END ON BEALL AVENUE: Wooster men vented their mid-semest- er frustration on a new
fallen snow and balled up state highway Beall Avenue in the process. Wooster police ulti-
mately had to be summoned to restore order. Here students are shown building the wall which
eventually stopped all traffic.
SSC Reports Goals, Progress
In Telephone, Vending Systems
The Student Services Com-
mittee, perhaps . more than
anyone else, was grateful for
the many improvements that
the College made over the summer
in student services. The Committee,
composed of Robert McKnight,
chairman; Stan Good; Karen
Haus; Chris Senior and Meg
Wanty, however, has still found
more than enough to keep it busy.
The most pressing problem so
far this year has been the tele
phone systems. The town system
has concerned both students and
permanent Wooster residents. The
Committee has cooperated with the
local Junior Chamber of Commerce
in their efforts with the Ohio State
Utilities Commission to obtain bet
ter service.
Wooster Theater
Phone 263-280- 6
FRIDAY thru TUESDAY
WHAT THEY DID THAT DAY
WILL BE REMEMBERED
17
FOR ALL TIME!
ROCK GEORGE
HUDSON PEPPARD
GUY NIGEL
STOCKWELL GREEN
TECHNICOLOR
(A UNIVERSAL RELEASE!
MARCH 15-1- 6
Gilbert & Sullivan's
"MIKADO"
by Bob McKnight
In regard to the College phone
system, the Committee has had
meetings with Business Manager
Arthur Palmer and Assistant Dean
Howard King. More pay phones
have been ordered and efforts
made to obtain better servicing of
the present phones. One serious
impediment to progress in this
area is that once in a while stu-
dents will seriously damage the pay
phones.
The recent change in the College
system for direct outside dialing
was made over Christmas vacation.
Mr. Palmer and Mrs. Hensel, the
head operator, were most coopera-
tive and accomplished the project
very quickly.
The Committee met Thursday
for its second in a series of dinner
conferences with Mr. Deel, the new
assistant Director of Food Service.
These meetings afford the oppor-
tunity for informal discussion of
C773 TH7 Toii iS IS
the problems and new ideas con-
cerning Food Service. Several
agreements and improvements
have resulted thus far.
Both the Coke and Deb vending
machine companies have equip-
ment on campus. The Committee
expects that the competition be-
tween them will provide students
with the best possible service. The
Committee has been in constant
touch with these companies and
plans another conference with each
of them shortly after the start of
the new semester. The College
asked the owners of the food ma-
chines in Bissman to remove them
because student damage had re-
duced their efficiency.
Other projects of the Committee
include an investigation of possible
improvements in the TUB, sum-
mer storage for student property
and participation in the Bookstore
Committee.
Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service
FOR ALL YOUR
DRUG STORE
NEEDS
COSMETICS VITAMINS GREETING CARDS
SWIPE'S SdD&QS
583 EAST LIBERTY
(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week
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1965 Graduate Sieve Hills Describes life
As Venezuela Peace Corps Economic Advisor
by Steve Hills
Editors Note: Our man in Venezuela, Steve Hills, was graduated from Wooster in 1965 and is presently
serving his second year in the Peace Corps as an "economic advisor."
I was invited by the Venezuelan Ministry of Labor to work within the nation's co-
operative movement and was placed in an agricultural co-operati- ve directly south of Lake
Maracaibo. This farmer's co-operati- ve is not a communal farm, nor is it the first step
toward socialism as one person hinted to me it might be when I was on my short home
leave before coming to Venezuela.
In fact, a more hard-nose- d bunch
of capitalists you'll not find in
many places.
Problem of Banana
Each owns his own land, his
own house, his own horses, trac-
tor, etc., and is a member of the
co-operati- ve because he knows that
a group of persons together can
sell a product with better results
than each person alone. My job
has been to learn the process of
raising a 10-inc- h banana used for
cooking here and advise in better
methods of sales. The task is a lot
more specific than some of the as-
signments in the Peace Corps, but
since it was just what I was in-
terested in and prepared to do, it
was perfect.
I find that the Peace Corps more
and more tries to fill specific tech-
nical needs within the country
which always have as an end re-
sult some sort of economic and
social development within the
community. We have in Venezuela
groups of physical therapists, ac-
countants, city planners, persons
working in prisons teaching trades
to inmates, industrial arts teach-
ers, persons specially trained to
work in credit unions, persons
working with the agrarian reform
and a group of actors working
with university drama in addition
to the community development and
physical education volunteers who I
are usually B.A. graduates without
many specified skills or trades.
Because of my rural background
and training in economics, I was
set to work in the agricultural co-
op after a training course in the
functions and operations of co-
operatives in Puerto Rico. ,
Taught Bookkeeping
I was the first volunteer to work
with the co-operati- ve and a good
bit of time was necessary to gain
the confidence of the members.
For example, it was about four
months until the treasurer showed
me the accounting books. But after
that I was. able to help him learn
how to post the books and confirm
the cash, enabling him to elimin-
ate errors. In January we will set
up new and more orderly accounts
and in December we will begin a
small class to teach other members
the system.
At the same time the 25 mem-
bers of the co-o- p have been invest-
ing money in a building which,
Knock Twice
ON THE
KITCHEN
DOOR
AND TELL 'EM
Howie Sentcha
for Pizza with
Mrs. Dix' OK
and a Note
from Mom
GINO'S
(Pizza Ovens Close 12:30 a.m.)
Phone 263-11- 76
next year, will be a farmers'
supply store, located out in the
co-operati- ve, miles from the near-
est town. When it opens, the man-
ager will need help in the account-
ing, purchases and sales in the
store.
My living has been extremely
varied. I lived at first in El Vigia,
a new town which is located on the
Pan Am Highway and which has
lots of the characteristics of a
small town in the earlier years of
the western U.S. Streets are largely
unpaved, bars and mechanic shops
dominate the main street, fist
fights occur on Saturday nights,
etc. But I have a very comfortable
room with its own tiled bath in
the house of a really wonderful
family.
Last Month in Caracas
While in the co-operati- ve 45
minutes away from El Vigia by
car, I often stay several days at a
time, living by candlelight, sleep-
ing in a hammock, and eating at
the houses of the members of the
co-operati- ve. The last month of
living in Caracas with its modern
skyscrapers, urban sections, traf-
fic and noise have been yet an-
other contrast for me. Somehow
the suit, sunglasses and briefcase
seemed horribly strange.
If such contrasts can exist just
in the work of one volunteer, you
can imagine what the contrasts are
among various volunteers. So it is
impossible to say, this is what it's
like as a volunteer. The most one
can say is that this is the way
one volunteer has lived. The work
can be pretty varied in other
ways too. For instance, I've been
able to help in the formation of
a library in El Vigia as well as
form a basketball team in the
town, the first there had been.
Not all volunteers are so busy,
however. Many find themselves
placed in small towns with very
little specific to be done and where
the biggest thing they can do is
change age old concepts, or at
least make minds receptive to new
ideas. The volunteer may find
boredom his biggest enemy rather
than having too much to do. Per- -
Distinctive
Dining
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
TRY OUR TENDER
PRESSURE-COOKE- D
CHICKEN!
Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m. All You Can Eat
Ph. 262-780- 6 for Reservations
STARK'S
Restaurant
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
145', E. Liberty St.
Helen Jeffrey, Owner & Operator
sonal initiative and outgoingness
then become absolute necessities.
The Peace Corps offers a tre-
mendous opportunity for give and
take, teaching and learning, but
one cannot expect the world on
a platter because he spent two
years of his life this way. Gradu-
ate school will be just as hard to
enter. It will be just as difficult to
decide what to do in the years fol-
lowing the Peace Corps. Jobs will
be equally hard to get. Draft status
will be the same. Nevertheless, the
two years have been invaluable to
me. My only regret is that they
must pass so quickly.
NEW Stunning Pear-Shap- ed
"LINDE STARS"
. . captures the enchanting
brilliancy of evening heavens!
FOR HER: to display proudly
everywhere she may go. Prices
start at $30.00.
FOE HIM: Little Finger Rings . . .
the 'latest' in men's Jewelry acces-
sories Many styles
ASK ABOUT OUR IAYAWAY CLUB
Brown Jewelers
115 W. Liberty St.
No matter what, no matter
where, Fairfield She Shells
will top any fashion idea you
have beautifully. This
canoe neck, novelty trim
shell Is one of the dozens of
new styles we're showing,
available in a wide range of
arilliant colors. Completely
machine washable and
machine dryable. Made with.
luxurious Monsanto Blue
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by Chris Senior
As with the football team, so with the basketball team
it was just that kind of a season! A few more breaks, a few
more free throws, a better outside shooting percentage, or
and it would have beeneven a little more aggressiveness a
different year. Instead, the Scots
dropped games to Capital last Sat-
urday, 58-5- 6, and Monday lost to
Ohio Northern, 82-7- 1, for their
15th straight road loss to finish
the season with a record of 9-1- 4.
Northern had been undefeated
at home and they quickly showed
the slower Scots exacdy why. Em-
ploying their speed to its fullest ad-
vantage the Polar Bears ran up a
49-3- 6 halftime lead. Then despite
cold second-hal- f shooting they
coasted to their ninth straight
home victory.
Even though Wooster was unable
to stop Northern's fast break, the
Scots did Stay with the Polar Bears
through most of the first half and
tied the score at 26-al- l with 7:25
remaining. Both teams couldn't
miss from the field during the first
period as Northern made 60 of
their shots, while the Scots were
hitting at a 48 clip.
Rich Thompson showed more
promise for the future as he played
his best game of the year dumping
in 21 points and grabbing off 14
rebounds. Tim Jordan closed out
the season with 14 to take a more
secure hold on fourth place among
all-tim-e Wooster scorers. He now
0,n
Campus
Thursday
March 16
MrA. Kcaren Jorrer
of
The Ohio Bell Telephone
Company
Mrs. Forrer will discuss inter-
esting and profitable careers
for college women.To arrange
an individual interview, con-
tact your College Placement
Office today.
Ohio Bell
An equal opportunity employer
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has 1,105 career points. Paul Mc-Farla- nd
led the victors with 22
points.
The Last Basket
The Capital game was a different
story. The Scots started out mis-
erably and never could quite re-
cover as there were periods when
they couldn't even find the basket
and wound up shooting only 29
from the field. Capital wasn't much
better, though, as they could only
manage to connect on 34 of their
shots. The shorter Capital team
played as a unit and wound up out-reboundi- ng
the taller Scots too,
60-4- 2.
Wooster spotted Capital a 35-2- 8
halftime lead and then played des-
perate but alert catch-u- p ball the
second half. Then with barely five
minutes left, George Baker, who
played a great game netting 12
points and 14 rebounds, tied the
score 48-al- l.
Jordan then cashed in on a free
throw to give the Scots their first
lead 49-4- 8 since early in the game.
With three minutes to go the Scots
led 55-5- 2, but the play of Capital's
Ira Porterfield, a Wittenberg trans-
fer, gave Capital the lead 56-5- 5
with little better than a minute to
play. With just :51 to go Baker
made the first of a one-and-on- e to
tie the score. He missed the second.
Ira All the Way
Capital then stalled and with
:06 to go Porterfield swished
through the winning tally from the
base line. Jordan had a chance to
tie the score with :02 remaining
but missed the free throw attempt
and tip-i- n tries by Hoffa and
Thompson proved useless.
Jordan had 17 points for the
Scots and moved into fourth place
in all-tim- e scoring ahead of Rich
Thomas on a free throw with just
2:30 to go. Porterfield led Capital
with 14 points.
Study Year Abroad in Sweden, France,
or Spain. College prep., junior year
abroad and graduate programmes.
$1,500 guarantees: round trip flight to
Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories
or apartments, two meals dally, tuition
paid. Write: SCANSA, 50 Rue Prosper
Legoute, Antony Paris, France.
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CRUSADER DOUG CROMER (45) wins this battle for the ball in
last Saturday's Capital game. The Scots fell to the Crusaders
in a 58-5- 6 squeaker to end their home season on an unhappy
note. Wooster' s George Baker (14) and Rich Thompson (50),
top rebounders for the Scots that night, give Cromer some
competition.
Grapplers Pin Crusaders
But Bow To Hiram Might
by Jim Hanna
Referee Dave Thomas went slap-happ- y last Saturday as
he witnessed four Scot pins in Wooster's 26-1- 9 triumph over
Capital. Scoring their first pins of the season were Mo Rajabi
(137 lb.), Bob Buettner (160 lb.), and Jeff Nye (177 lb.).
Steve Lynch (152 lb.) notched his
second,
Mo Rajabi pressured Kevin Jen-
kins into the second period and
then curled him up to end the
match in 3:26. Rajabi's pin broke
his tradition of winning by lop-
sided scores. In his last three
matches Rajabi has cooled off his
"wrestle from the feet" style to
drive for a mat slapper.
Holding a fat lead in the second
period, Bob Buettner brought Tod
Walton off his feet to put him
away in 3:58.
Jeff Nye battled Phil Resch into
the third period, giving several
long views of Severance's ceiling
lights before touching his should-
ers in 6:43.
Steve Lynch mopped up Dick
Sargent until the final buzzer was
almost ready to speak and then
turned him over to freeze the
clock with seven seconds remaini-
ng-
--ABRAHAM LINCOLN
It has been my experience
that folks vho have no vices
fiove very few virtues.
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Don Black (167 lb.) and Ed
Smith (191 lb.) went the full eight
minutes to win on points. Black re-
versed Dave Moris in the second
period and rode him home to win
4-- 0. Smith toppled Nick Burgess
for an early takedown and
stretched his lead with riding time
to finish ton top 5-- 1.
Weave 'n Tangle
With both men on their feet in
the third period, Capital's Dwight
Langendorfer had a 5-- 3 edge on
Rich Hilfer (130 lb.). The end of
the match found Hilfer unable to
weave himself out of a stalemate
tangle and Langendorfer was given
the win.
John Ekberg was rematched
against Nick Carter, whom he had
last year flattened to pull his match
out of the fire. Carter however,
evened things up last Saturday
by deciding the match 6-- 4. Ekberg
twice came very close to tieing his
opponent with a third period take-
down.
Gary Okubo (123 lb.) held his
bout scoreless until late in the third
period when Dave Skrobot re-
versed him to win 3-- 0.
Weighing 165 pounds, "heavy-
weight" Bruce Harris was unable
to cope with Bob Danison's weight
advantage and was put on his back
after 18 seconds of the second per-
iod.
On Wednesday the 22nd the
(Continued on Page 7)
Relieves Gas Pains
BILL MILLER INC.
4600 Clevtland Road
Wooster, Ohio
See Us for Overseas Delivery,
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Hot Delts Burn
As Sigs Falter
by Rick Ames
With but one week of bas-
ketball action remaining, the
Intramural A League has fin-
ally found a leader in Fifth's
A team. The deadlock between the
Delts and Sixth AA which had
lasted three weeks was broken last
Thursday night when 6AA bowed
to the third place Rabbis, 37-3- 0.
Earlier in the week the Sigs had
stretched their win streak to six
by downing 7A, 80-4- 4.
Oats Thrashed
Winning another two this week.
V-
- ' 7
5A maintained its hold on first
place. Tuesday saw them beat 3A,
47-3- 9, and later in the week the
Delts edged by 6A, 45-4- 0. Mean-
while, the Independents took a
couple of games, 61-5- 4 from 6A,
then 47-3- 3 from the struggling 7A
squad.
The Delt squad worked more of
their magic this week, and had a
relatively easy time of it with the
Oats, who dropped farther into
third place. Kenny Newlon scored
13 for Fifth, with John Kattman
and Pat Dewey adding 11 each.
For the losers, Rick Martinez threw
in a dozen. Against the junior Sig
team, John Kattmann continued
his double-figur- e skein by leading
the Delts with 14 tallies. Terry
Nance had 12 for Sixth.
Inspired by Ron Larson's 27
points, 6AA went on to drub the
Kappas, 80-4- 4. Bill Hooker put 19
on the 7A scoreboard, but he found
no support. The Sigs cooled a
couple of nights later, scoring only
nine points in the first half of play,
and eventually losing to 3A, 37-3- 0.
Ron Larson again led Sixth, this
time with 13, and his tally was
matched for the winners by Butch
Turner.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
With the Scotties shooting
only 9.7 from the field, Ash-
land College had little trouble
dumping Wooster here Mon-
day night, 43-2- 6. Kay Harley
was high for Wooster with 11,
but the Eagles' Ruth Stark had
18. After a 46-3- 4 loss to
Muskingum, the Scotties stand
5-- 1 for the year with two
games left to play.
The Independent team moved a
little closer to the first division by
first overpowering '6A, 61-5- 4. Bob
Baker was one of three in double
figures, scoring 21 for the winners.
Keeping to winning ways on
Thursday night, the fired up squad
leveled 7A, 47-3- 3. Jim Young led
the victors with 14 hoops, and
Larry Hanawalt led the Kappa at-tac- k
with 13.
STANDINGS
5A 7-- 0
6AA 6-- 1
3A 5-- 3
Ind. 3-- 5
7A 1-- 7
6A 1-- 7
Roll 'Em
Pin action began at the Point
this week in Intramural A League
bowling. The Rabbis and the Delts
dominated the scoring, with 7A
also bowling well. Team honors
belonged to 5A, with a high five
man total of 844.
Individually, John Stelter of 8th
rolled a 203 game, followed by
Reno Cassidy (5th), 202, and the
Kappa's Steve Brooks with a 196.
Stelter's three-gam- e total came to
504.
B League action also began on
Saturday.
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Voice Sports
n The Scot Ugtit
by Josh Strou
Shouldn't Kenyon have been the Scots' opponent in last night's
first round Northern Division Tournament game? Way back on Dec.
13 when Dick Fox put in that desperation shot from the corner to
beat Wooster 78-7- 7 with just 3 seconds left in the overtime, a dozen
ball players, one coach, and about 1,000 other
people would have said yes. But last Sunday at
the Tournament drawings in our own Wooster Inn,
Coach Al Van Wie chose to play Mt. Union instead.
In the final OC standings, Wooster, Hiram
and Mt. Union were all tied for 10th place with
identical 4-- 9 conference records. By the time Van
Wie had drawn straws with Hiram's Bill Hoi-ling- er
and Mt. Union's Terry Parsons for 4th,
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number one and five spots, as required by Tour-- josn
nament rules. Oberlin's Fred Shults, with third
choice, quickly chose the bye. Parsons won fourth choice and
put his team into the only empty pairing left on the chart. This
left three possible choices for Van Wie, who had drawn number
five B-- W, Kenyon, or Mount.
To pick the Yellow Jackets would have been stupid. .They had
stung Wooster for an 83-6- 1 loss at Berea and ended the year with an
11-- 2 OC record and 17-- 8 overall to finish just behind front running
Wittenberg. Added to this was the memory of last year's first round
tournament game when B-- W crushed Wooster's tide hopes with an
81-6- 9 victory. Now down to the Raiders and the Lords, it was clear
that Kenyon was the better team a 14-- 5 overall record compared to
Mount's 8-1- 4 and a recent five out of six win streak. It was and is
definitely the hotter ball club, especially at season's end and this was
the basis for Van Wie s choosing Mt. Union.
Bu,t consider for a minute the fact that any reasonably good
team can have a hot night in a pressure game and knock off an
opponent with a better season record than its own. The Scots
would definitely need a hot night to beat Kenyon, especially on
Akron's neutral court, but considering the results of the teams'
first meeting there would have been plenty of fuel for a real hot
battle. Had the Scots faced Kenyon last night and had they gotten
up enough steam to flatten them, Wooster's road to the finals
would have been a lot easier than it is now. The only way Woos-
ter can play Bob Harrison, Rinka, and the boys now is to meet
them on Saturday night in the title game.
A first round gamble against Kenyon would have been worth it,
if for nothing more than setting the satisfaction of seeing Wooster
meet the Lords again. The Scots could have gotten keyed enough
to give Kenyon a real rough time. Win or lose it would have been
the game of the year.
The Seventeenth Annual Wooster Football Clinic will be held
in Severance all day Saturday, March 1 1 . Coming all the way from
Seymour and Hanratty Land to speak is Notre Dame's offensive
backfield coach Tom Pagna. Pagna was a football star at Miami
of Ohio with Mid-Americ- an and little Ail-Ameri- can honors as a
running back. After a short stint in pro ball with the Packers
and Cleveland, he moved on to South Bend to give Ara and the
boys a hand. Besides Pagna there will be four other speakers
at the clinictwo area high school coaches Tony Paris (Akron
Hoban) and Dick Walker (Columbus-Bisho- p Watterson), Dick Hunt-
er of Miami U and Dr. Sam Barley, an Akron doctor interested in
the medical aspects of football. One of the day's highlights will
be a sound and color movie of Notre Dame football highlights
of this past season. The film will be shown at 9:30 that morning.
Elementary Teachers Needed
for Indian Schools
A CHALLENGING FEDERAL CAREER
GOOD SALARIES:
BEGINNERS $5,331
EXPERIENCED $6,451 to $7,696
PERIODIC RAISES TO $10,045
IMMEDIATE JOB OFFERS IN THE USA,
INCLUDING ALASKA
Contact:
Teacher Recruitment Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
P.O. Box 6, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103
Help American Indian Children
Unfold Their Future!
A professional teacher recruiter from the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs will be on campus in the near future. Con-
tact your Teacher Placement Office for information.
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JV BASKETBALL
Wooster's junior cagers
ended their season with a 79-7- 0
loss at Ohio Northern Mon-
day night, but they still fin-
ished in the black with a
strong 13-- 7 overall record.
Coach Jeppson rates the Capi-
tal (42-41- ), Akron (61-5- 9,
overtime), and Mt. Union (53-5- 0,
double overtime) games
as the "most rewarding wins"
of the year. Bob Hoyt led the
JVs in three categories scor-
ing (1 1 .8), rebounding (7.7),
and field goal percentage(53.7). Ron Eller was tops
from the free throw line(76) and Dave Hopkins
averaged 2.3 assists to lead
in that category.
MORE ON
Wrestliina
(Continued from Page 6)
Hiram fans saw the Wooster mat
squad barbecued 40-- 2 by a lineup
of two-eye- d Cyclopses wearing
Hiram's red and blue.
Mo Rajabi (137 lb.) was the
only Scot to survive the beating.
Rajabi drew with Dana Green 12-1- 2
in a fast moving duel. Green
opened the match with a takedown
and a predicament over Rajabi,
forcing Mo to even up the score
from behind.
Gary Okubo (115 1b.) was shut
out 7-- 0 by Jeff Yatsu and Rich
Hilfer (123 lb.) was dominated
by Irvin Foster in a 7-- 1 trouncing.
John Ekberg (145 lb.) made it
close against Jim Shelby who had
last year managed third place in
the conference. Behind by two
points in the third period, Ekberg
was unable to take down Shelby to
tie the match and lost 4-- 2.
Steve Lynch (152 lb.) and Bob
Buettner (160 lb.) faced a pair of
conference champions in their
bouts. Lynch was buried 6-- 0 by
Harry Mucklo and Buettner was
stretched out by Jim Brumbaugh
in 5:27.
Jeff Nye (177 lb.) gave confer-
ence runner-u- p Greg Haase both
barrels before falling 6-- 3. In the
third period Nye tried to take
down Haase to break a 2-- 2 dead-
lock but was spilled by Haase and
turned over for a predicament.
Hiram's Nick Abramovich out
rode Ed Smith (191 lb.) to win
3-- 1.
Wooster surrendered empty
weights to Hiram at 123 lb., 167
lb., and Unl.
This weekend the squad will be
at New Concord for the Ohio Con-
ference Tournament. Don Black,
Mo Rajabi and Jeff Nye are ex-
pected to do the bulk of Wooster's
scoring.
Sickness Weakens Mermen;
Marti, Jardine Pace Runners
by Phil Graham
Last Saturday at Oberlin,
the Wooster mermen bowed to
Oberlin and Baldwin-Wallac- e
in a triangular meet. Oberlin
won the meet with 90 points, B-- W
was second with 60, while Wooster
had 29. The Scots' poor showing
was in large measure due to the
absence, of Ted Ball, Bob Castle,
Bruce Halley and Pete Finefrock,
all sidelined by sickness. As a re-
sult, the Scots did quite poorly in
the relay races, the big "point-getters.- "
Bob Bruce took Wooster's only
first of the meet in the 100-y- d.
freestyle in :54.5. He also had a
third place in the 200-yd- . freestyle
as did Gary Tyack in the 200-y- d.
individual medley, John Sleesman
in the 200-yd- . bfeaststroke in
2:47.8, and Court Van Deusen in
the 50-y- d. freestyle, in :24.7.
Blue-Ribb- on Bruce
On Saturday, Feb. 18, the Scots
also lost to Denison, at Granville,
64-3- 8.
Bob Bruce took two firsts this
time, in the 1000-yd- . freestyle,
12:19.7, and in the 500-yd- . free-
style, 6:04.3. Pete Finefrock and
Bruce Halley also took firsts in the
200-yd- . individual medley and the
200-yd-
. breaststroke in times of
2:18.6 and 2:33.4 respectively.
Ted Ball had a second in the 200
yd. freestyle in 2:04.7 and Court
Van Deusen two thirds in the 50
and 100-yd- . freestyles.
Just three days earlier on Wed-
nesday the 15th, the Scots had met
the Wittenberg sharks in the Woos-
ter WMCA pool and were defeated
70-3- 4.
Flashy Freshmen
In that meet Bob Bruce set a
school record of 12:21.5 in the
1000-yd- . freestyle. Pete Finefrock
had a first in the 200-yd- . individ-
ual medley and Bruce Halley like-
wise a first in the 200-yd- . breast-strok- e
in 2:32 flat.
This weekend the Scots are in
Delaware, Ohio, for the Ohio Con-
ference Championships.
UNIQUE COOKERY
T
"SINCE 1925
132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO r
Continuous Service from
7:30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
For Reservationi Phone 263-478- 6
Perma Press Casual Slacks for
that smart casual look on the
campus this spring from Bren-
ner Bros, at only $7.95 and
$8.95. To top it off a smart
blazer in 100 pure worsted
wool at only $24.50.
BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
on the. Square in Wooster
by Bob Landman
Jon Marti and freshman Jim
Jardine highlighted Wooster's
track and field efforts against
Hiram last Saturday, but they
couldn't get enough help from their
teammates to win the indoor dual
meet. Marti scored double wins in
the 50 yard dash with a time of
5.6 seconds and in the broad jump
with a leap of 20' 63,4". In the 880
yard relay, along with Wallis Cal-
loway, Paul Reeves and Stu Miller,
Marti helped the Scots earn an-
other first as they took the event in
1 :45.1. He was also entered in the
300 yard dash and placed third,
accounting for 124 points in all.
Never Under the Bar
By high jumping 5' 8" for a first
and placing third in the shot put
and pole vault, Jim Jardine scored
seven points. Chuck North Dole
vaulted 11' 6' and Hugh Ruffing
ran the 880 in 2:08.7 to take Woos-
ter's only other first place finishes
of the day.
The fact that Scot cindermen
were unable to score at all in the
hurdle events seems to have been
the deciding blow for Wooster's
victory hopes. Nevertheless, going
into the final event of the meet,
the score was almost even and
the mile relay team had a chance
to unbalance it in their favor. The
Terriers won the event though, and
the meet. The final score was 67
to 60.
"Now Dash Away All"
Summarizing other Wooster per-
formances: Reeves won seconds in
the 50 yard dash and 300 yard
dash; Steve Garner placed second
in the broad jump and third in the
high jump; Wayne Hostetler won
a second in the mile and a third
in the half mile; Artie Wilson took
second in the 440; John Hartman
placed second in the shot put; and
Mark Zahniser won second in the
two mile run.
Ruffing took a third in the 600
yard run as did Tad Messenger in
the mile, Al Dockeray in the 440,
and Bill DeMott in the two mile.
Attention!
N. Y. - London
Have you or your family
booked space yet on
Wooster's group?
June 14 - August 28
$300.00
or
N. Y. - Frankfurt
$360.00
Don't Delay!
Space Is Going!
FLAIR TRAVEL
346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster, Ohio
264-650- 5
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MORE ON
CCA Seminar
(Continued from Page 1)
and will speak to the student body-i-n
chapel on Friday morning.
Thursday night's panel wUl be
the fifth in a series of vocational
seminars. There will be four suc-
ceeding seminars during the cur-
rent academic year. The next one
will be on Medicine, March 14,
followed by Government Service
on March 28; on Aprilll, the Fine
Arts Seminar will be held, and the
Service Professions Seminar, on
April 25.
Students are encouraged to fill
out the questionnaire forms which
were placed in mail boxes early
in the week, and return them to
the main library desk. The ques-
tionnaires will be used primarily
for the purpose of bringing speak-
ers to the campus next year from
vocational fields which are of in-
terest to students.
MORE ON
Editorial Twist
(Continued from Page 2)
teners, and there were many, to
ponder their decision well.
Menzel confided to me after-
wards that he didn't want to see
anything like a petition circulated
to gather names of people who
would refuse to serve in the armed
forces. This is a personal matter,
he stressed, a fact also passed up
by the newspaper editorialist, whq
wrote: "The Yale man says his
group has no formal organization
and no officers. We can understand
why." Innuendo being that "We
Won't Go" is so fly-by-night- ish
and so radical that no organization
could be developed backing it and,
even if leaders were found, they'd
probably never show themselves in
public anyway.
How horribly simplistic and
chained to surface discussion of
complex issues journalists some-
times seem. Part of the fault is
mechanical putting out a daily
newspaper is a pressure business,
it doesn't permit long reasoning or
continual painstaking research. But
it must still encourage some feel-
ing for minority opinions the
very basis, in fact, of our free
press.
The suspicion is growing that
American journalists are losing
their sensitivity to dissenters with-
in society, the people who have
made democracy work in this coun.
try through their vision, even, as
in the case of Paul Menzel, their
courage.
IT'S
YOUR
LEADER
TALKING
It's nice to be No. 1
Come and see why . . .
7 Wonderful Days
Each Week
OF COURSE IT'S
Liberty Lounge
West of Freedlander's
Downtown
WOSM AITO
Eta 2&3 W
CUB
WOOSTER VOICE
with Chris Senior
A title up for grabs and a guard-infeste- d tourney, pretty well
describe this year's Ohio Conference's Northern Division Tournament
which began last night at Akron. In the first place, Akron, which has
generally dominated the tournament since time immemorial, is no
longer in the Conference and so will not be a factor this year, thus
giving everyone else a psychological lift. While Baldwin-Wallac- e must
be given the nod as the favorite, any team, and that includes last
place Heidelberg, could get hot and win this one. Secondly, one of
the amazing features of the OC this year has been the number of
truly fine guards playing on the various teams. In this age of the
giant players the smaller guards are usually overlooked. But ones of
the caliber of, say, Kenyon's "J-Twin- s" John Rinka, who in his fresh-
man year averaged better than 24 points a game, and John Dunlop,
Hiram's Jim Warstler, Wooster's George Baker, Mt. Union's Craig
Erbland, or Capital's Paul Hunt, aren't likely to be overlooked.
With these factors in mind, here's a quick run-dow- n on how the
tournament should go: BALDWIN-WALLAC- E over HEIDELBERG
B-- W was second in the Conference in rebounding and offense as com-
pared to Heidelberg being last in both categories. This will hardly
be a contest! WOOSTER over MT. UNION. We're about due for a big
win on the road and with everyone back at nearly full strength the
Scots should advance! KENYON over HIRAM. Kenyon is currently
the hottest team in the conference, while Hiram has just received a
shock in having to forfeit three of their season wins for having used
an ineligible player. Any other time this would have been quite a
game, but not under the circumstances. Oberlin, of course, drew the
bye, but it won't help them get by Kenyon in the semi-final- s. I'll pick
Kenyon to advance to. Denison next Tuesday for the Championship
game. However, as I said earlier, it's anybody's Tournament.
But what is the point in playing these "double-jeopardy- " tourna-
ments, as Sports Illustrated calls them, anyway? Wittenberg won the
Conference fair and square and proved they were the best team. So,
why should they now have to risk a whole season of hard play, on
the possibility that another inferior team, like Mt. Union or Hiram,
may get hot and play the Witties on an off night and beat them ; thus
advancing to the NCAA small-colleg- e tournament. Only one other
major conference in the United States, that one being the Atlantic,
still holds a tournament to decide who will advance to further compe-
tition. Even this year the Pacific Coast League decided that their
post-seaso- n tournament served no valid purpose and so have cancelled
it as of next year. It would seem that the OC would do well to con-
sider the same possibility.
There may be a difference between "pain and injury" as one
coach on this campus has put it. But, when a player is obviously in
great pain and of no benefit to the team, it is a coach's responsibility,
not the player's or the refs, to see that the player is taken out of the
game or at least examined to see how badly he's hurt.
MORE ON
Blow-U- p Review
(Continued from Page 3)
looked so English or so beautiful
(notice the skin tones). If he has
achieved nothing else, Antonioni
has demonstrated in Blow-U- p that
a director may still exercise that
tight individual control over the
BAST
many mechanical and human com-
plexities involved in the shooting
of a movie that the film is as
worthy and sensitive a vehicle for
personal artistic statement as any
other current art form.
comes early this year!
MARCH 26th
Our Easter collection parades away with all
fashion honors ... and Easter's best-dress- ed
girls wear fashions from ...
Fashions of Distinction
worn,
MORE ON
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'The Cocktail Party'
(Continued from Page 1)
mand of sarcastic humor and his
occasional reflective moments.
It is in this act that the meaning
of T. S. Eliot's drama takes hold,
and fortunately it is strong enough
to pull the audience through a dis-
appointing final act. Hie buffoon-
ery of Robert Craig's Peter and his
unsuccessful attempts at sorrow
seriously detract from the third
act's effectiveness. Tom Dawson as
Alex fails to sustain an acceptable
performance by assuming a jarring
flippancy at the play's most emo-
tional moments.
The religious and personal com-
munion of the last cocktail party
is conveyed largely by strength
still riding from the second act
and solid performances by the
major characters. The audience is
partly moved, partly frustrated by
the disjointed ending of a play
that flashed with possibilities, yet
suffered more than a few missing
links.
reen Thumb floral
HAS
artistic corsages
AND
Flowers and Gifts to Suit Every Occasion!
'
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Savannah Tapestry Tara Silver Sculpture Lark
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English Provincial Spanish Baroque Francis I Classic Rose Hampton Court
We have your favorite
sterling pattern . . . as featured in
Reed & Barton's
SILVER OPINION
COMPETITION
See the complete
Reed & Barton collection as well as
those of other famed silversmiths at
lyle Cronflier Registered Jeweler
0
ewe tJox
Public Square
Wootter, Ohio-Dia- l
263-29- 41
"Wooster's Diamond Store"
Ilembcr American Gem Society
TBAVH AOTCY
Awflteife Travel ikpais
